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Abstract

Ubiquinone and plastoquinone are two of the main electron and proton shuttle molecules in
biological systems, and monogalactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG) is the most abundant lipid in
the thylakoid membrane of chloroplasts. Saturated MGDG, ubiquinone-10 (UQ) and
MGDG:UQ mixed monolayers at the air/water interface have been studied using Surface
Pressure-Area isotherms and Brewster Angle Microscopy. Moreover, the transferred
Langmuir-Blodgett films have been observed by Atomic Force Microscopy. The results show
that MGDG:UQ mixtures present more fluid phase than pure MGDG indicating a higher order
degree for the later. It is also observed an important influence of UQ on the MGDG matrix
before UQ collapse pressure and a low influence after this event, due to UQ expulsion from
the MGDG matrix. This expulsion leads to a similar remaining UQ content for all the tested
mixtures, indicating a limiting content of this molecule in the MGDG matrix at high surface
pressures. The thermodynamic studies confirm the stability of the MGDG:UQ mixtures at low
surface pressures, although presenting a non-ideal behaviour. Results point to consider UQ as
a good candidate for studies of artificial photosynthesis.
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Abbreviations
AFM, atomic force microscopy; BAM, brewster angle microscopy; Cs 1 , inverse of the
compressibility modulus; DGDG, digalactosyldiacylglycerol; GE, excess free energy of
mixing; ΔGmix, mixing energy; LB, Langmuir-Blodgett; LC, liquid condensed phase; LE,
liquid expanded phase; MGDG, monogalactosyldiacylglycerol; PQ, plastoquinone; S, solid
phase; π–A, surface pressure-area; UQ, Ubiquinone

1. Introduction

The light depending reactions of the photosynthetic process take place in the thylakoid
membrane of chloroplasts [1]. The lipidic composition of the thylakoid membrane of higher
plant cells is based on galactolipids being the most important monogalactosyldiacylglycerol,
MGDG (≈50%), and digalactosyldiacylglycerol (DGDG) (≈25%). The thylakoid membrane
also contains several proteins and molecules, having the main function of transporting and
releasing electrons to produce chemical energy for dark reactions. MGDG and DGDG
contents affect the function of thylakoid membrane proteins [2], especially the light
harvesting complexes of the photosystem. One of the main electron and proton shuttle
molecules in green plants is plastoquinone (PQ) [3,4] which is mainly found in chloroplasts.
On the other hand, ubiquinone, UQ, is present in eukaryotic cells at the hydrophobic core of
the phospholipid bilayer of the inner membrane of mitochondria, where plays the role of
electron and proton shuttle [4,5,6].

Several attempts have been done to achieve artificial photosynthesis using several quinones
for electron transport instead of using PQ [7-9]. PQ has a quinone ring similar to the simple
benzoquinone, but also has a long tail of nine isoprenoid units (Scheme 1A). UQ is very close
to PQ having ten isoprenoid units and a similar quinone ring differentiated by the methoxy
groups in stead of the methyl groups (Scheme 1B). These chemical structures are supposed to
confer a special position to PQ and UQ in the membrane for electron and proton exchange. In
order to clarify this point, several studies have been performed to understand PQ or UQ
position and the characteristics of these molecules [10-14]. Previous voltammetric results of
phospholipid layers containing quinone derivatives [13,15-19] and the fact that UQ size and
shape are close to those of PQ, make UQ a suitable candidate for substituting PQ, which
isolation process has a huge cost, in studies of artificial photosynthesis.
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Several studies have been performed on galactolipids due to their relevance in photosynthesis
and other natural processes like cell growth modulator [20], anti-inflammatory [21,22] and
anti-cancer agent [23-26]. One of the most relevant model membrane information is the
galactolipid phase behaviour, especially its liquid-crystalline packing properties which has
been widely investigated [27-35]. The most important difference between membrane
galactolipids from different organisms is the saturation grade of these lipid acyl chains, being
commonly polyunsaturated for higher plants and monounsaturated or fully saturated for
microorganisms [29, 36,37]. Saturated MGDG (Scheme 1C) has only been used previously
for MGDG structure characterization. Unsaturated MGDG has been more widely used
because needs no further treatment after isolation, but has the inconvenience of the different
saturation grade depending on the natural source and a lower stability. The extent of double
bonds in lipid monolayer formation is associated with preventing the formation of ordered
phases [12,27].

Some of the cited authors have worked on galactolipids monolayers. Unsaturated
galactolipids form monolayers on water surface exhibiting an homogeneous liquid-expanded
(LE) phase in agreement with the degree of double bonds in the acyl chains [27,28]. Bottier et
al [27] studied MGDG, DGDG and MGDG:DGDG mixture films, and also studied these
films inserting proteins (puroindolines) [38]. Gzyl-Malcher et al [28] work revealed behaviour
differences between MGDG or DGDG with different acyl chain saturation grade. TomoaiaCotisel et al. [29,31] studied the monolayer properties of saturated galactolipids with different
subphases indicating that the nature of the subphase anion produces a variation of the limiting
area. Physicochemical properties of lipid-quinone monolayers were studied with the
Langmuir technique by Quinn and Esfahani [10] using 1,2-dimyristoylphosphatydilcholine
and UQ, achieving interesting results for phospholipid model membrane. Kruk et al. [12] used
the LB technique for studying PQ films molecular orientation and Kruk et al. [11] also used
the Langmuir technique for MGDG:PQ mixtures to study the PQ content in the MGDG
matrix and the charge-transfer complexes in mixed monolayers.

The aim of this work is to study the physicochemical properties of saturated MGDG, UQ and
MGDG:UQ mixed monolayers at the air/water interface, correlating the results with
topographic images and observing the influence of UQ in the MGDG matrix to decide if UQ
can play a similar role than PQ in natural mimicking cell membranes. In our experiments, we
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use commercial saturated MGDG (the acyl chains have been fully hydrogenated) to avoid the
differences between saturation grade and chain length depending on the lipid source. The
topographic characterization with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Brewster Angle
Microscopy (BAM) is, at the best of our knowledge, the first time being used for this kind of
systems to give substantial information about the film structure at several surface pressures.
The isotherm data and topographic images obtained for pure fully saturated MGDG provide
relevant information of this lipid layers permitting the comparison with partially unsaturated
MGDG to understand the different MGDG behaviour according to the unsaturation grade.
The results obtained for UQ in MGDG matrix can be of great interest for studies of artificial
photosynthesis.

A

B

C
Scheme 1. A) Plastoquinone-9, B) Ubiquinone-10, C) Monogalactosyldiacylglycerol

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

Saturated monogalactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG), with acyl=stearoyl (18:0), was purchased
from Matreya (USA) and ubiquinone-10 (UQ) HPLC grade was from Sigma-Aldrich.
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Chloroform of analytical grade was used in solutions preparation, and water was ultrapure
MilliQ® (18.2 M ·cm). Mica sheets were purchased from TED PELLA Inc (CA).
Pure components solutions (1 mg/mL) were prepared dissolving MGDG and UQ in
chloroform in separate glass vials. MGDG and UQ were completely dissolved after three
hours. Mixtures were prepared mixing the appropriated volume of each pure component
solutions to achieve the desired MGDG:UQ ratio.

2.2 Monolayer formation

Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) monolayer formation were carried on a trough (Nima
Technology, Cambridge, UK) model 1232D1D2 equipped with two movable barriers. The
surface pressure was measured using paper Whatman 1 held by a Wilhelmy balance
connected to a microelectronic system registering the surface pressure π as γ0−γ, where γ0 and
γ are the surface tension values in the absence and presence of insoluble molecules at the
air/liquid interface. Subphase used in these experiments was MilliQ® quality water. Previous
to the subphase addition, the trough was cleaned twice with chloroform and once with
MilliQ® quality water. Residual impurities were cleaned from the air/liquid interface by
surface suctioning. The good baseline in the surface pressure-area, π–A, isotherms confirms
the interface cleanliness. Solutions of MGDG, UQ and MGDG:UQ were prepared using
chloroform and spread at the air/liquid interface using a high precision Hamilton
microsyringe. LB monolayers were transferred to mica surface at defined surface pressures
values. Barrier closing rates were fixed at 50 cm2·min-1 (11.8 Å2·molec-1·min-1) for isotherm
registration and at 25 cm2·min-1 (5.9 Å2·molec-1·min-1) for LB film transfer. No noticeable
influence of these compression rates was observed on the isotherm shape. Isotherm recording
was carried out adding the solution to the subphase and waiting 15 minutes for perfect
spreading and solvent evaporation. LB film transfer was conducted dipping the freshly
cleaved mica through the air/liquid interface on the subphase before adding the solution, and
five minutes were lagged after pressure setpoint was achieved. Transfer speed was set at 5
mm/min linear velocity. The obtained transfer ratios were close to 1, except for the mixture
MGDG:UQ 5:1 molar ratio at low surface pressure which was a bit lower, indicating a good
transfer. Experiments were conducted at 21±0.5ºC and repeated a minimum of three times for
reproducibility control.

2.3 AFM characterization
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The AFM topographic images of LB films were acquired in tapping mode using a Multimode
AFM controlled by Nanoscope IV electronics (Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA) under ambient
conditions. Silicon tips with a nominal spring constant of 40 N·m-1 were used (ACT-W,
Applied Nanostructures, Santa Clara, CA). Images were acquired at 1.5 Hz and at minimum
vertical force so as to reduce sample damage. AFM images were obtained from at least two
different samples, prepared on different days, and by scanning several macroscopically
separated areas on each sample.

2.4 Brewster angle Microscopy (BAM)

A Brewster angle microscope, model MICROBAM NIMA-Nanofilm with lateral resolution
of 8 μm and equipped with a 30 mW laser emitting p-polarised light at a wavelength λ= 659
nm, was used to visualise the structure of monolayers at the air-water interface. Each image
shown in this work corresponds to an area of 2.3 mm x 3.4 mm of the monolayer.

3. Results

3.1 Thermodynamic analysis
Figure 1 represents the π-A isotherms of MGDG, UQ and MGDG:UQ mixtures at different
molar ratios. Since UQ is present in biological systems at low content in respect to the lipid
matrix, mixtures with low UQ molar ratios have been studied. Information on the
identification of states and phase transitions in the monolayers [39,40] can be obtained using
the inverse of the compressibility modulus ( Cs 1 ), which is represented in the inset of Figure
1:
Cs 1

A

d
dA

(1)
T

In equation (1), A is the mean area per molecule (Å2·molecule-1), π is the surface pressure
(mN·m-1), and T is the absolute temperature.
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Figure 1. π-A isotherms for MGDG, UQ and MGDG:UQ mixtures at 21±0.5ºC. Inset:
Inverse of the compressibility modulus vs. surface pressure for MGDG, UQ and MGDG:UQ
mixture film isotherms.

UQ pure component isotherm presents a regular increase of the surface pressure with no
appreciable inflexion points until the collapse region at ca. 11 mN·m-1. The low collapse
surface pressure and the presence of a long plateau indicate a monolayer collapse by
multilayer formation [41,42]. The MGDG isotherm shows a lift-off at an area ca. 65
Å2·molecule-1, similar to the value reported by Gzyl-Malcher et al. [28], and presents a regular
increase until the collapse region, at ca. 53 mN·m-1, with only a nearly imperceptible inflexion
point ca. 13 mN·m-1. Inset of Figure 1 gives a clearer view of inflexion points and also
permits to assign the film state according to the Cs-1 values. Thus, MGDG presents a LC state
changing to solid (S) state at around 13 mN·m-1. On the other hand, UQ shows only a LE state
before the collapse.

The isotherms of MGDG:UQ mixtures describe a regular increase of the surface pressure till
π ≈ 13 mN·m-1. Here, a plateau is drawn with a length depending on the UQ mixture molar
content. After the plateau, the isotherm presents a regular increase resembling the pure
MGDG isotherm. According to Cs-1 values, MGDG:UQ mixtures present a LE phase before
the plateau, changing to a LC state ca. 13 mN·m-1. These observations could indicate that at
7

the plateau surface pressure, the UQ is being expelled from the MGDG matrix allowing the
phase change. This phenomenon has been also observed for mixed films of UQ in DPPC [13].
At π ≈ 40 mN·m-1 it is observed another inflexion in the mixed film isotherms, that could
indicate some kind of molecular reorientation and also the expulsion of the remaining UQ
molecules from the MGDG matrix at this surface pressure. Previous studies have pointed to
the existence of a MGDG headgroups reorientation [27]. These observations indicate that UQ
difficult the interactions between MGDG molecules to dispose in a more compact
organization, and consequently the phase change is hindered in the presence of UQ. MGDG
pure component presents larger values of Cs-1 than the mixtures, indicating that pure MGDG
form more rigid monolayers than the mixtures. Finally, saturated MGDG:UQ mixtures
revealed a collapse pressure of ca. 53 mN·m-1, very close to the value of pure saturated
MGDG.

Limiting mean area per molecule for the mixtures can be obtained from the isotherms by the
extrapolation to zero pressure of the isotherm slope draw at high pressures, being 53, 54 and
56 Å2·molecule-1 for 5:1, 10:1 and 20:1 MGDG:UQ mixtures respectively. These values are
similar to each other and also similar to the limiting area value of 52 Å2·molecule-1 for the
pure MGDG. Comparison with reported values will be presented in the discussion section.

Figures 2A and 2B, representing the mean area per molecule vs the UQ molar fraction in each
mixture at several surface pressures, permit the study of the behaviour of MGDG:UQ
mixtures. Figure 2A (for π < π UQ collapse) presents a mean area increment from pure MGDG
(XUQ=0) to pure UQ (XUQ=1). The data points exhibit positive deviations from the ideal
behaviour in all cases, showing that MGDG:UQ form non-ideal monolayers at the air/water
interface where the net repulsive interaction predominates between the components. Figure
2B represents the mean area per molecule vs the UQ molar fraction in each mixture at several
surface pressures for π > π UQ collapse, assuming that UQ area is the area at the surface pressure
of the UQ collapse. This figure shows that the mean area per molecule presents negative
deviation from the ideal curve except for the lowest UQ content XUQ= 0.05.
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Figure 2A. Plot of the Mean area per molecule vs. the molar fraction for MGDG, UQ and
MGDG:UQ mixtures at several surface pressures below UQ collapse. π = 2 (■), π = 4 (●), π =
6(▲), π = 8 (u), π = 10 (H) mN·m-1. Discontinuous straight lines represent the ideal
behaviour for each surface pressure.

Figure 2B. Plot of the Mean area per molecule vs. the molar fraction for MGDG, UQ and
MGDG:UQ mixtures at several surface pressures higher than UQ collapse. π = 15 (■), π = 25
(●), π = 32 (▲), π = 40 (u), π = 48 (H) mN·m-1. Discontinuous straight lines represent the
ideal behaviour for each surface pressure.
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In the case of a mixed monolayer of two components, ΔGmix can be expressed as [43,44]:
ΔGmix = ΔGid + GE

(2)

ΔGid = RT(X1 ln X1 + X2 ln X2)

(3)

where ΔGid is the ideal free energy of mixing which can be evaluated from equation (3), being
R the gas constant and T the absolute temperature, and GE is the excess free energy of mixing.
GE is a representation of the free energy deviation of a real mixed system from an ideal mixed
one. The GE at a specific surface pressure can be calculated from the π-A isotherm data
through equations (4) and (5) for a system of two components, being NA the Avogadro’s
number and AE the excess area, A12 the mean area per molecule for the mixture and A1 and A2
the area per molecule for the individual components.

AE

A12

GE

NA

( x1 A1
0

AE d

x 2 A2 )

(4)
(5)

Figure 3A illustrates GE vs. the UQ molar fraction only for surface pressures below the UQ
collapse surface pressure, giving information about the interactions. In this case, the GE values
are always positive, GE> 0, indicating that interactions between MGDG and UQ are not
favoured compared with an ideal mixture.
Figure 3B depicts the ΔGmix vs. XUQ plot for mixed monolayers at the air/water interface
giving information about the mixing behaviour before the UQ collapse surface pressure.
ΔGmix presents negative values for all compositions indicating that the mixed monolayers are
more stable compared with non-mixed, due to the entropic component. The absolute values
of ΔGmix decrease as surface pressure does, being caused by the longer intermolecular
distances associated with low surface pressures [27,45]. To summarize the thermodynamic
study, ΔGmix realize that MGDG and UQ are mixed and stable before the UQ collapse surface
pressure despite of GE indicates that interactions between MGDG and UQ are not favoured.
The interactions in the mixtures are more favoured at low UQ molar ratios according with
quinone molar ratio in real biological membranes [46].
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Figure 3A. Plot of the excess energy vs. the molar fraction for MGDG, UQ and MGDG:UQ
mixtures at several surface pressures below the UQ collapse π = 2 (■), π = 4 (●), π = 6(▲), π
= 8 (u), π = 10 (H) mN·m-1.

Figure 3B. Plot of the mixing energy vs. the molar fraction for MGDG, UQ and MGDG:UQ
mixtures at several surface pressures below the UQ collapse π = 2 (■), π = 4 (●), π = 6(▲), π
= 8 (u), π = 10 (H) mN·m-1.
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3.2 Topographic characterization

MGDG and MGDG:UQ monolayer formation processes have been studied in situ using BAM
images (Figures 4 and 5) at several surface pressures. These images permit to distinguish the
phases deduced from the isotherm at the air-water interface. Figure 4A presents a zoom of the
MGDG:UQ 10:1 isotherm from Figure 1, corresponding to the gas phase zone, that appears
for π < 0.6 mN/m and starts at 75 Å2·molecule-1. The values of Cs-1 (Inset in Figure 4A) agree
with those of a gas phase. This phase appears in the BAM image (Figure 4B) as a foam
structure. The subsequent MGDG:UQ film states and phase changes are presented in Figure 5.
Figure 5A corresponds to the LE phase, Figure 5B shows the LE to LC phase change being
both phases present at ca. π ≈ 13 mN·m-1, and above this surface pressure, the monolayer is
practically homogeneous, and corresponds to the LC state (Figure 5C).

A

A

B

Figure 4. A) Lift-off zone zoom of the MGDG:UQ 10:1 π-A isotherm. Inset: Inverse of the
compressibility modulus vs. surface pressure. B) BAM image of the monolayer MGDG:UQ
10:1 at 21ºC and at the lift-off zone (π = 0.25 mN·m-1 and A = 72 Å2·molecule-1).
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A

B

C

Figure 5. BAM images of a MGDG:UQ 10:1 mixture monolayer at 21ºC and at selected
phase states. A) π = 4.7 mN·m-1 and A = 61 Å2·molecule-1, B) π = 13.9 mN·m-1 and A = 53
Å2·molecule-1, C) π = 40.0 mN·m-1 and A = 44 Å2·molecule-1.

AFM provides valuable information about the film nanometric structure, so that, LB films of
pure components and their mixtures were transferred onto mica at selected surface pressure
values and the corresponding AFM images where obtained. The film structure is studied in
correspondence with the isotherm characteristics. Figure 6 shows the packing of the pure
saturated MGDG LB film. At π = 6 mN·m-1 (Fig 6A) we observe two phases in the
monolayer. According to the isotherm a LC phase corresponds to this surface pressure, thus
we could assume that the two observed phases are induced in the transfer process on mica,
which promote the LC to S phase change. At π = 15 mN·m-1 (Fig 6B) the LC phase is
compacting to S phase in a higher degree. Images at π = 25 mN·m-1 (Fig 6C) and at π = 40
mN·m-1 (Fig 6D) shows a uniform monolayer in the solid state.

Pure UQ, which presents a LE phase before the collapse pressure, has also been studied using
the LB technique (Figure 7). UQ presents a uniform film which is typical of LE states.
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A

B

3 nm

D

C

0 nm

Figure 6. AFM images (10 m x 10 m) of LB films transferred on mica for MGDG at 21ºC
and for π = A) 6, B) 15, C) 25 and D) 40 mN·m-1.

3 nm

0 nm

Figure 7. AFM image (5 m x 5 m) of pure UQ at π = 6 mN·m-1 and 21ºC.

Figure 8 shows AFM images of pure MGDG (Figure 8A) and the different MGDG:UQ
mixtures (Figures 8B,C,D), extracted at π = 6 mN·m-1 showing the influence of the UQ
content on the MGDG matrix. In comparison to the MGDG monolayer (Figure 8A), where
only some very small holes are seen, MGDG:UQ mixtures show zones with a depth similar to
14

the holes in Figure 8A (see Table I) and which area increases with the UQ content. This fact
will be explained in the discussion section. On the other hand, the monolayer packing process
for the mixtures can be followed in Figure 9 corresponding to AFM images of the MGDG:UQ
5:1 mixture at several surface pressures. Figure 9A shows the film state at π = 6 mN/m, where
a LE phase corresponds according to the isotherm. At a surface pressure of π = 15 mN/m
(above the inflexion point presented in the isotherm at π ≈ 13 mN·m-1), Figure 9B shows that
the packing of the film has been increased considerably, which continues at π = 25 mN/m
(Figure 9C) where the MGDG:UQ film is more continuous, having a few pin holes density.
At π = 40 mN/m (Figure 9D) the LC film is compact, with a very low pin holes density, and
forms filament structures which have a height of ca. 0.25 nm in respect to the uniform zone.
This observation can be correlated with the inflexion point observed in the isotherms around
this surface pressure. Bottier et al [27] have also observed similar structures for the MGDG
and MGDG:DGDG mixtures at high surface pressures (35 mN·m-1).

A

B

3 nm

D

C

0 nm

Figure 8. AFM images (10 m x 10 m) of LB films transferred on mica at 21ºC and π = 6
mN·m-1 for A) pure MGDG, B) MGDG:UQ 20:1, C) MGDG:UQ 10:1, D) MGDG:UQ 5:1.
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A

B

3 nm

D

C

0 nm

Figure 9. AFM images (10 m x 10 m) of MGDG:UQ 5:1 LB films transferred on mica at
21ºC for several surface pressures A) π = 6 mN·m-1 B) π = 15 mN·m-1 C) π = 25 mN·m-1 D) π
= 40 mN·m-1.

Table I. Monolayer height (±0.1 nm) measured relatively to the mica surface from AFM
images, for the pure MGDG and the MGDG:UQ mixtures LB films. Blank cells indicate that
height cannot be measured due to the compactness of the monolayer.
π (mN·m-1)

MGDG

MGDG:UQ 20-1

MGDG:UQ 10-1 MGDG:UQ 5-1

(nm)

(nm)

(nm)

(nm)

6

1.3

1.2

1.5

1.5

15

--

1.4

1.4

1.6

25

--

--

--

1.5

Table II shows the monolayer compactness through the percentage of mica surface covered by
the monolayer calculated from AFM images. A monotonically increment of the coverage can
be seen for each sample when increasing the surface pressure. Moreover, for the same surface
pressure, an increment of the UQ molar content produces an important decrease of the
coverage of the monolayer, especially at low surface pressures, confirming the deductions
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from the isotherms that UQ disturbs the MGDG compactness. This UQ distortion effect in
MGDG matrix has not a proportional increase when increasing UQ content. Figure 2A show
that mean area per molecule for the mixtures 20:1 and 10:1 are very close, whereas 5:1 has an
important increase in comparison with 20:1 and 10:1. This effect is also seen in Table II
where the monolayer coverage area for 20:1 and 10:1 are also close and 5:1 is far from these
values, at low surface pressures.

Table II. Monolayer coverage on the mica surface for the pure MGDG and the MGDG:UQ
mixtures, calculated from AFM images.
π (mN·m-1)

MGDG

MGDG:UQ 20-1

MGDG:UQ 10-1 MGDG:UQ 5-1

%

%

%

%

6

98

88

88

63

15

99

92

95

89

25

100

99

96

96

40

100

100

100

99

4. Discussion

Galactolipid molecules are oriented at the air-water interface with the sugar residues in the
aqueous phase and the long chains extending into the air. From our experiments it is observed
that MGDG presents a LC phase changing to solid film at π > 13 mN·m-1, in agreement with
the results obtained for saturated MGDG [29,31]. Also, our results for the collapse pressure
are in agreement with previous results for saturated MGDG [29] and for pure UQ [10]. On the
contrary, reported results in literature for unsaturated MGDG [11,27,28] showed a continuous
LE phase according with the double bonds present in its structure, and also showed a collapse
pressure of ca. 44 mN·m-1, which is lower than the values obtained in our results due to the
unsaturations. These differences have been explained by the presence of unsaturations in the
acyl chains of polar lipids which prevented them from close packing at the interface. It is
known that in natural membranes variations in the saturation grade of the acyl chains and the
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ratio MGDG/DGDG are used to maintain membrane fluidity to adapt to environment changes
[2].
The limiting area per molecule obtained in our experiments for MGDG (52 Å2·molecule-1) is
far from the 82 Å2·molecule-1 shown by Kruk et al. [11], 82 Å2·molecule-1 shown by Bottier et
al. [27] and the 84 Å2·molecule-1 shown by Fylek et al. [47]. We use MGDG completely
saturated whereas Kruk et al. used unsaturated MGDG (unsaturated degree not specified),
Bottier et al. and Fylek et al. used a MGDG with ca. 2 and ca. 1 unsaturations per molecule,
respectively. Tomoaia-Cotisel et al. [29] using a completely saturated MGDG obtained a
limiting molecular area of 49 Å2·molecule-1, being this value very close to our experimental
one. These results confirm that limiting area is affected by double bonds presence. The
differences observed in the compressibility modulus between the different previous works
have been also attributed to the unsaturations per molecule present in the acyl chains of the
MGDG. On the other hand, in our experiments UQ presents a limiting area per molecule of
ca. 90 Å2·molecule-1, value that is slightly higher than the value of 71 Å2·molecule-1 reported
by Roche et al. [48], being this discrepancy probably caused by the different subphase pH
value, but the collapse pressure (11 mN·m-1) coincides with that one reported by Roche et al.
in the same work [48].

The collapse pressure of a mixed monolayer of different components is related to the
miscibility of their components [28]. As saturated MGDG:UQ mixtures revealed a collapse
pressure of ca. 53 mN·m-1, very close to the pure saturated MGDG, therefore this argument
can be used to elucidate the expulsion of one of the components in a mixed film. Maintaining
temperature and external pressure constant, the number of degrees of freedom F of the
monolayer system is given by the equation (6) [28,49,50]:
F = CB + CS − PB − PS + 1 (6)
where CB is the number of components in the bulk, CS is the number of components confined
to the surface, PB is the number of bulk phases, and PS is the number of monolayer phases in
equilibrium with each other. In our case, at the air/water interface, CB = 2 (air and water), CS
= 2 (MGDG and UQ), and PB = 2 (gas and liquid), thus F=3−PS. According to that,
homogenous mixed films achieve the collapse equilibrium with PS=2 (condensed and
collapsed state) so the system will have one degree of freedom. According to our results, the
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collapse pressure is practically fixed, discarding the experimental deviations, for pure MGDG
and MGDG:UQ mixtures. This indicates zero degrees of freedom. Following the previous
reasoning, PS=3. So that, at the collapse equilibrium coexist MGDG (LC), MGDG (collapse)
and expelled UQ. The same statements can be also applied to the phase change zone at =13
mN·m-1, where the

is fixed indicating zero degrees of freedom. Thus PS=3 which indicate

that 3 phases coexist: LE, LC and expelled UQ, confirming the beginning of the UQ
expulsion at this surface pressure.

Fig 2B show the UQ behaviour in the mixture after UQ collapse pressure presenting negative
deviation from the ideal curve, except for XUQ= 0.05 indicating that UQ has been partially
squeezed from the MGDG matrix for all the cases, but in the case of XUQ= 0.05, a bit larger
percentage of UQ molecules remains inside the MGDG matrix probably due to the initial low
UQ presence in the MGDG matrix formation. This fact was also observed for MGDG:PQ
mixtures [11]. The similar values of Cs-1 obtained for all the mixtures after the first inflexion
point (ca. 13 mN·m-1) indicate that after the main UQ expulsion at this surface pressure, a
similar content of UQ remains for all compositions. The change of the mean area tendency
between π = 40 and 48 mN·m-1 for XUQ= 0.05 can be explained by the expulsion of the
remaining UQ molecules from the MGDG matrix as it was discussed previously, and
coincides with the second inflexion point seen in the inset of Figure 1, that occurs at surface
pressure of π ≈ 40 mN·m-1.

The MGDG, PQ and MGDG:PQ mixtures described by Kruk et al. [11] show several
differences in comparison with the results obtained here for MGDG:UQ. PQ has a collapse
pressure of 1 mN·m-1 [11,51], quite lower than that of UQ (11 mN·m-1). This difference is
determinate by the higher hydrophobic character of PQ vs. UQ due to UQ has substituents in
its quinone ring that are able to establish hydrogen bonds, permitting a major hydrophilic
character than PQ. Kruk et al. used the partially unsaturated MGDG which show a lower
collapse pressure than our saturated MGDG. MGDG:PQ mixtures present a positive deviation
from the additivity rule (pressures of complete miscibility). This phenomenon also occurs
with UQ as has been shown in Figure 2A being explained by the difference in the chain
lengths of the components (UQ molecule is two times longer than MGDG).

Figure 6 shows the packing of the pure saturated MGDG LB film. Holes observed in Figure
6A (due to imperfections in the film) have a depth of 1.3 nm. On the other hand, the higher
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phase (S phase, bright colour in Figure 6A) has a height of 0.2 nm in respect to the shorter
phase (LC phase, dark colour in Figure 6A). The length of the MGDG molecule can be
calculated with the Jmol program and databases [52], obtaining a value of 1.9 nm. From
simple geometrical considerations and the previous values, we deduce that the MGDG
molecules at

= 6 mN·m-1 present a tilt (in respect to the vertical) of ca. 47º for the S phase

and of ca. 55º for the LC phase. In contrast with unsaturated MGDG, saturated MGDG
presents a compact film during all the formation process whereas unsaturated form
protrusions of minimum size 50 nm with a height of 4-7 Å as seen by Bottier et al. [27]. They
discard the influence of the unsaturations in the protrusions emergence, concluding that
MGDG headgroups are the reason for this appearance. In our study we used MGDG which
have the same headgroup but with saturated acyl chains and the AFM images presented here
(Figure 6) show neither protrusions nor any strange structure in the whole formation process.
The presence of filament structures at high surface pressures in our mixtures (Figure 9D),
which have a height of ca. 2.5 Å in respect to the uniform zone, are similar in some aspects to
those observed by Bottier et al. [27] in unsaturated MGDG pure. The unsaturations on UQ
molecules can explain the formation of these filaments. Therefore our results lead us to
propose that the unsaturations are responsible for the different topography observed in AFM
images between MGDG saturated and unsaturated.
Figure 8 shows the differences in film formation at π = 6 mN·m-1 for MGDG and the different
mixtures. Dark zones in pure MGDG (Figure 8A) are the LC phase, fair zones correspond to
S and black small areas (holes) correspond to mica surface In mixtures, fair zones are
supposed to be LE phase and dark zones mica surface. But Table I shows, in general, higher
monolayers for the mixtures. This fact, and the presence of wider dark zones when the UQ
content increases, indicates that at the transfer process the presence of the mica substrate leads
a phase change from the LE deduced from the isotherms (Figure 1) and seen in BAM images
(Figure 5) to the LC. Also, the presence of the long tails of UQ molecules can contribute to
measure a higher monolayer. Values in Table I also show the monolayer heights at several
surface pressures during the formation of the MGDG:UQ mixture monolayers. The fact that
the heights at higher surface pressure values are similar to those at π = 6 mN·m-1 and attains a
practically common value, discarding the experimental deviations, seems to support the
previous hypothesis that the presence of the mica substrate leads a phase change.
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5. Conclusions
Saturated MGDG monolayers present a LC phase before the phase change to solid at π ≈13
mN·m-1. Contrarily, MGDG:UQ mixture monolayers present more fluid phases, being LE
before the phase change to LC at π ≈ 13 mN·m-1. The BAM images confirm, in real time, the
phase changes observed. In MGDG:UQ mixtures, the LE to LC phase change implies the
main UQ expulsion from the MGDG matrix. The similar isotherm slope and the values of Cs-1
obtained for all the mixtures after the first inflexion point (ca. π ≈13 mN·m-1) indicate that
after the main UQ expulsion, a similar content of UQ remains for all compositions.

The thermodynamic studies evidence that MGDG and UQ mix and form stable, although nonideal, mixtures before the UQ collapse surface pressure. The AFM images indicate that the
substrate may induce a phase change in monolayers when transferred on mica, and show the
distortions caused by UQ in the MGDG matrix. The BAM and AFM images show, at the best
of our knowledge, the first topographic images for galactolipid-quinone mixtures. These
techniques allow us to confirm some of the information extracted from the isotherms.

The differences shown by our results compared with the obtained by Kruk et al. [11] for
MGDG:PQ mixtures are mainly caused by the difference in the MGDG acyl chain saturation
grade, and, despite the limitations of the monolayer system as natural model membrane, the
MGDG:UQ mixtures are physically suitable for substituting the MGDG:PQ system in
artificial photosynthesis studies. Future research will be conducted to study the
electrochemical behaviour of this system.
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Captions for figures

Scheme 1. A) Plastoquinone-9, B) Ubiquinone-10, C) Monogalactosyldiacylglycerol
Figure 1. π-A isotherms for MGDG, UQ and MGDG:UQ mixtures at 21±0.5ºC. Inset:
Inverse of the compressibility modulus vs. surface pressure for MGDG, UQ and MGDG:UQ
mixture film isotherms.

Figure 2A. Plot of the Mean area per molecule vs. the molar fraction for MGDG, UQ and
MGDG:UQ mixtures at several surface pressures below UQ collapse. π = 2 (■), π = 4 (●), π =
6(▲), π = 8 (u), π = 10 (H) mN·m-1. Discontinuous straight lines represent the ideal
behaviour for each surface pressure.

Figure 2B. Plot of the Mean area per molecule vs. the molar fraction for MGDG, UQ and
MGDG:UQ mixtures at several surface pressures higher than UQ collapse. π = 15 (■), π = 25
(●), π = 32 (▲), π = 40 (u), π = 48 (H) mN·m-1. Discontinuous straight lines represent the
ideal behaviour for each surface pressure.

Figure 3A. Plot of the excess energy vs. the molar fraction for MGDG, UQ and MGDG:UQ
mixtures at several surface pressures below the UQ collapse π = 2 (■), π = 4 (●), π = 6(▲), π
= 8 (u), π = 10 (H) mN·m-1.

Figure 3B. Plot of the mixing energy vs. the molar fraction for MGDG, UQ and MGDG:UQ
mixtures at several surface pressures below the UQ collapse π = 2 (■), π = 4 (●), π = 6(▲), π
= 8 (u), π = 10 (H) mN·m-1.
Figure 4. A) Lift-off zone zoom of the MGDG:UQ 10:1 π-A isotherm. Inset: Inverse of the
compressibility modulus vs. surface pressure. B) BAM image of the monolayer MGDG:UQ
10:1 at 21ºC and at the lift-off zone (π = 0.25 mN·m-1 and A = 72 Å2·molecule-1).

Figure 5. BAM images of a MGDG:UQ 10:1 mixture monolayer at 21ºC and at selected
phase states. A) π = 4.7 mN·m-1 and A = 61 Å2·molecule-1, B) π = 13.9 mN·m-1 and A = 53
Å2·molecule-1, C) π = 40.0 mN·m-1 and A = 44 Å2·molecule-1.
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Figure 6. AFM images (10 m x 10 m) of LB films transferred on mica for MGDG at 21ºC
and for π = A) 6, B) 15, C) 25 and D) 40 mN·m-1.
Figure 7. AFM image (5 m x 5 m) of pure UQ at π = 6 mN·m-1 and 21ºC.
Figure 8. AFM images (10 m x 10 m) of LB films transferred on mica at 21ºC and π = 6
mN·m-1 for A) pure MGDG, B) MGDG:UQ 20:1, C) MGDG:UQ 10:1, D) MGDG:UQ 5:1.

Figure 9. AFM images (10 m x 10 m) of MGDG:UQ 5:1 LB films transferred on mica at
21ºC for several surface pressures A) π = 6 mN·m-1 B) π = 15 mN·m-1 C) π = 25 mN·m-1 D) π
= 40 mN·m-1.
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